PARCO Shopping Complex Business
We develop PARCO shopping complexes throughout the country, from Hokkaido to Fukuoka in Kyushu, and operate
each with a store concept matched to the local market. We help tenants increase sales in equal partnerships with
them through renovations and renewals, advertising and sales promotions to attract customers, and attentive,
detailed support. Moreover, since our founding, we have not simply focused on selling products; we have
produced new ways of spending time and enjoying life, creating unique forms of culture as a communicator of
lifestyles. These initiatives have played a major role in enhancing our corporate brand and differentiating PARCO
shopping complexes from competitors.

Equal Partnership
PARCO has agreements with tenants that clarify our respective roles. PARCO is responsible for sales promotions and attracting
customers to our complexes, while tenants focus on actual sales to customers. The commercial spaces we design for our stores
nationwide give people places to gather and enjoy themselves, earning the support of customers and giving us a strong customer base. Tenants and PARCO are partners—we grow and develop together while sharing each other’s values. This principle
of equal partnership is a key characteristic of PARCO. Building win-win relationships with tenants built on lasting trust is what
supports our own continuing growth.
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Equal Partnership

For growing business together

921 companies/2,202 tenants
(As of February 28, 2021)
* The number of tenants excludes short-term contracts.

Total Production and Regular, Proactive Refurbishment
We produce every aspect of our PARCO shopping complexes, from shop selection to design and presentation, store operations, advertising and sales promotions, and even store maintenance. Refurbishments are also made regularly and proactively
to ensure PARCO sales floors are always fresh and attractive.
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Digital Technologies for Customer Service and Tenant Shop Support
PARCO is enhancing its use of digital technologies to communicate with tenants and customers. POCKET PARCO is our official app for customers, which
is used to provide services before, during and after store visits. PARCO
ONLINE STORE can be utilized by tenant shops to sell their products without
time or place restrictions, giving tenants the opportunity to sell both at shops
and online. Digital technologies are also used for shop staff members. For
example, there are training and e-learning systems for improving customer
service skills across real and online channels and groupware that reduces
clerical work at shops.

New Days Begin—Shinsaibashi PARCO Opens

Opened November 20, 2020

Shinsaibashi PARCO opened on November 20, 2020 on the former site of Daimaru Shinsaibashi
North Building; it is the second property we’ve developed jointly with the J. Front Retailing
Group. The new complex is PARCO’s eighteenth store nationwide and our first in nearly nine
years in Osaka’s Shinsaibashi district, one of the most prominent commercial areas in the
Kansai region. It joins Shibuya PARCO and Nagoya PARCO as core stores in Tokyo, Nagoya,
and Osaka. Going beyond a fashion building-department store framework, Shinsaibashi
PARCO is a new commercial building where products and services, daily life and art, and the
real and technology mingle without borders. It takes the essence of Shibuya PARCO and

Pre-opening event at Shinsaibashi PARCO

adds elements from department stores to create a complex with large specialty stores and a
multipurpose hall and event space, transcending the typical commercial complex.
Facilities like the restaurant floor and cinema complex have since opened as well, after
having been delayed by COVID-19. Midosuji Dining opened on January 21, 2021 on the 13th
floor; Theatus Shinsaibashi, a seven-screen Aeon Cinema complex with cutting-edge video and
sound, opened on March 16 on the 12th floor; and Shinsaibashi Neon Restaurant Street, an
exciting dining space with entertainment and cultural offerings beyond the normal restaurant
experience, opened on March 18 on the second underground floor. With these openings,
Shinsaibashi PARCO went into full operation— all its floors and some 170 shops and restaurants.

Shinsaibashi PARCO
2nd underground floor
Shinsaibashi Neon Restaurant Street

PARCO’s Seasonal Ad Campaigns for Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter
Against the backdrop of COVID-19, our 2021 seasonal advertising campaign
for spring/summer and autumn/winter is “HOPE FLOATS.” It conveys the message that now is the time to throw out your worries and fears, put the warmth
into the future. The campaign’s creative director, Jamie Reid, also headed last
year’s campaign, “PARCO HEROES” with its message of “Don’t be afraid to
change. Walk towards the future with a new culture.”

2021 Spring poster

2021 Autumn poster
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of hope in your heart, forget the weight of gravity, and move forward boldly
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Medium-term Business Plan (FY2021-2023)
Through rebranding we will establish a strong presence as the complex of choice for tenants, creators, and
customers and work to both evolve our longstanding competitive advantage and create new value to improve
our financial value over the medium to long term

Evolve our longstanding competitive advantage
1 Rebuilding that began with Shibuya PARCO
We will further raise awareness of PARCO as a company that takes on new challenges.
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Clarify roles based on store type

Each PARCO complex will integrate the information and new consumption experiences communicated by Shibuya PARCO
into their own markets and provide unique value for their respective locations.
Branding

Provide unique value
in the market
1

Entertainment

2 3

Art and culture
Incubation-based
collaboration
Global

Co-created value provided over
a medium to broad range

Digital
Semi-autonomous
formats
Revenue
diversification
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Local co-creation
Sustainability

Locally cultivated values shared over
a narrow to medium range

Locally rooted collaboration
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Joint development formats

Evolution of longstanding competitive advantage provided by PARCO, updating of consumption styles via DX
CRM / online evolution

Rebranding

1 Worldwide media center

Constantly provide unique value with an edge

		 Shibuya PARCO

2 Major urban terminal stores
		 Ikebukuro PARCO Fukuoka PARCO

3 Demonstrate scale via urban-department store synergies
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		 Nagoya PARCO
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Communicate to the market a combination of unique values for that area
and values originating at Shibuya PARCO. Collaborate with galleries and
entertainment and strengthen inbound and incubation-related initiatives

Shinsaibashi PARCO

4 Medium- to broad-range co-creation in major regional cities
		 Hiroshima PARCO Sendai PARCO Sapporo PARCO
		 Shizuoka PARCO Matsumoto PARCO

5 Locally cultivated in narrow- to medium-range markets
		 Chofu PARCO Urawa PARCO Kinshicho PARCO
		 Kichijoji PARCO PARCO_ya Ueno Hibarigaoka PARCO
		 Tsudanuma PARCO Shin-Tokorozawa PARCO

Increase variation in the motivation to visit stores and expand the customer base by developing building configurations and communicating
information through tie-up events and collaboration with local media
and companies across medium- to broad-range markets
Along with the ability to draw customers and encourage repeat visits,
through food products and cinemas, etc., promote local cultivation in
narrow- to medium-range markets, including tie-ups with local companies and collaboration with merchant associations, to establish a position
as a commercial complex with community functions for that area
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Expand domain of PARCO Shopping Complex Business

Create and amplify resonances between the PARCO Shopping
Complex Business and other businesses like Entertainment,
based on Shibuya PARCO as the key media center.
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Strengthen initiatives for global customers

Promote differentiation by providing appealing content and
information for international customers and incorporating
overseas content.

Create new value
1 Promote collaborative sales floors and new content development
With the aim of being OMO* stores, a hybrid of real and digital, we will develop shop formats through outside co-creation and
develop appealing content for inside and outside PARCO to enhance daily life and provide distinctive experiences.
* OMO: Online Merges with Offline

School and education

Experiential value

Combine in-store learning and Web-based learning for
various schools

Provide new in-store audio/visual experiences using
video technologies at designer boutiques

Shibuya PARCO 9th floor
GAKU
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PARCO online TV

Beauty and wellness

Food-related themes

Expand the clinic-mall format and related zones through
collaboration with beauty and wellness-related curators

Promote store visits with delivery services and food carts
offering food from famous restaurants and through
online recipe content

Pursue platform for digital shopping complex

carry out sales promotions with Daimaru Matsuzakaya Department Stores that utilize the customer information of both companies. We will also work to create PARCO appeal in real and digital using XR technology.
Refer also to “Digital Strategy” from page 10.
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Refashion building configurations at core stores

We will conduct major renovations that include changing the brand image and area positioning to further enhance the presence of PARCO’s core shopping complexes.
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Along with making changes to our online store, we will build a system for increasing customers with in-house PARCO IDs and
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PARCO Shopping Complexes

Sapporo PARCO

Sendai PARCO
Matsumoto PARCO

Shinsaibashi PARCO

Fukuoka PARCO

Nagoya PARCO

Hiroshima PARCO
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Shizuoka PARCO
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PARCO Shopping Complex Business

Urawa PARCO

Hibarigaoka PARCO

Ikebukuro PARCO

PARCO_ya Ueno

Kichijoji PARCO

Kinshicho PARCO

Tsudanuma PARCO

Shibuya PARCO

Chofu PARCO
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Shin-Tokorozawa PARCO
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